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Middle East
Reuniting of families.—In the programme for the reuniting
of families, organized and directed by the delegates of the International Committee of the Red Cross in Egypt and Israel, three
further operations took place at El Kantara. The first on July
30 concerned about 180 Palestinian families returning to Gaza
and 200 Egyptian families going back to their homes in the United
Arab Republic.
The second operation on September 5 collected 189 Palestinians coming from Egypt who returned to the Gaza area, whilst
199 Egyptians from El Arish went home to the UAR.
The third took place on September 16, also on the Suez Canal
at El Kantara. Persons regrouped then were as follows: 213 UAR
nationals from Sinai and 205 Palestinians coming from Egypt.
As regards the Egyptian nationals, it should be mentioned
that these were free civilians living in localities in occupied territory in Sinai, mainly at El Arish and who rejoined their families
in the Nile Valley.
Visits to hospitals.—In August, the delegates of the ICRC
in Jerusalem visited the hospitals of Jericho, the old and new
hospital at Ramallah, hospitals at Hebron, Jerusalem-East,
Bethlehem and Tulkarm. In addition, they inquired into requirements for medicines in a certain number of dispensaries and have
continued throughout September to visit private establishments.
They also went to the El Arish hospital in Gaza, where needs
are at present ensured by an Israeli medical team, as well as to
a Swedish hospital in the same town.
Prison visits.—The ICRC delegates visited the prison in Jenin
on September 3 where 91 prisoners are detained, 62 of whom are
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members of Palestinian organizations and arrested during the raid
on Karameh.
Distribution of relief.—The delegates of the ICRC in Jerusalem,
in agreement with the person locally responsible for the " Welfare
and Care Programme ", have drawn up a plan for the distribution
of 300 tons of food, on behalf of over 30,000 people in need living
in North Sinai.
This large-scale relief action has just started at El Arish.
Food is distributed by ICRC delegates in co-operation with the
local branches of the Red Crescent and Israeli Social Welfare.
At the same time, the delegates have arranged for the distribution of two tons of powdered milk for children in El Arish
and Nablus. The lack of milk products is particularly felt in Jordan
West Bank territory.
Some thirty tents have also been provided for families in need
in the Gaza area.
Visit to Syrian pilots in Israel.-—-The ICRC delegation in Tel
Aviv, after receiving permission from the Israeli authorities to
visit the two Syrian pilots who had landed at the beginning of
August in Israel, went to Sarafand, their place of detention, where
they were able to talk with them without witnesses. The prisoners
gave the delegates messages for their families in Syria.

Yemen
Surgical Activity in the North.—The surgical team which left
Geneva on June 20 to take over from the one working in the
north of the Yemen was unable to reach the forward base because
access routes had been cut.
Part of it was therefore diverted temporarily to Aden, to
assist the two surgeons who had volunteered, through the Bulgarian
Red Cross, to run the town's central hospital surgical department.
The necessary arrangements having in the meantime been
concluded by Mr. Andre" Rochat, head of the ICRC delegation
in the Arabian Peninsula, for the team to proceed to its intended
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place of work not far from the fighting areas in the Yemen, it
reached Najran, via Jeddah, on September 22. After a briefing
by Mr. Rochat it will cross the Jauf desert, escorted by ICRC
delegate Mr. Jean-Paul Hermann, to its forward base.
The team, under Dr. James Paramore, consists of medical
student Franco Borella, assistant and anaesthetist, and three male
nurses Edwin Haederli, Pierre Savary and Bernard Conus, who
have already been on mission in the Yemen for the ICRC.
Medical mission at Omara and Najran.—The number of cases
treated at the Omara medical post from 8 July to 2 August by
medical student Roland Guillermin and nurse Edwin Haederli
was 1,423, an average of 65 a day. Most were from the Royalist
camp near Omara.
During the same period another medical student, Jean de
Blonay, worked at the Najran dispensary where he treated the
many patients who presented themselves each day.
Sanaa Medical Teams.—The Hungarian Red Cross team comprising Dr. Andreas Gonda, Dr. Jozsef Gsengody and Mr. Sandor
Gagxor, technician, arrived in Sanaa on July 21.
Dr. Louis Bresan, surgeon of the German Red Cross in the
German Democratic Republic, agreed to extend his mission,
which was to have terminated on July 10, until July 24 in order
to ensure continuity of treatment to the wounded at the Hungarian
hospital in Sanaa until the relief team was ready to take over.
Transfer of Internees.—At the request of the authorities of
the Yemen Republic, Mr. Andre" Rochat and ICRC delegate to
Aden Mr. Alfred Isler arranged the removal from Sanaa and Taiz
of the remaining members of the former royal family interned
in the Yemen.
They were to be reunited in another country with the rest of
the family from which they have been separated since the revolution in 1962. The ICRC was finally able to complete this
action thanks to the co-operation of all interested authorities.
Mr. Isler went to Sanaa and Taiz to escort these people by road
to Aden whilst Mr. Rochat organized their onward voyage and
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accompanied them on their flight by special chartered plane to
the country of asylum.1

Aden
The ICRC surgical team temporarily diverted from the North
of the Yemen to Aden on July 7 has now left that town. Dr. Aurelio
Foletti returned to Switzerland on September 13 and Dr. James
Paramore, on September 22, rejoined the ICRC medical team bound
for North Yemen.
Dr. Tsanin Dobrev and Dr. Stanislas Baev, who had volunteered, through the Bulgarian Red Cross, for a second mission, are
carrying on at the Aden central hospital where they have been
working since July 13.
Recent fighting which broke out in the North of the Republic
of South Yemen caused many casualties: 150 seriously wounded
were treated by the ICRC team at the Central Hospital. All other
civilian hospitals in the republic have shut due to lack of staff.
The four surgeons, assisted by a Swiss nurse specialized in anaesthetics, Mr. Ernst Heiniger, have been keeping the Aden Central
Hospital's 200 bed surgical department operational. They have
been performing 10-20 major and 20-40 minor operations a week,
apart from the 50 consultations given three times a week.
The situation remains serious from the operating point of view
because of the shortage of surgeons to take over from those whom
the ICRC sent to Aden.

Vietnam
Prison Camp Visits.—In the Republic of Vietnam, ICRC
delegates continued visiting Vietnamese prisoners held by the
government and allied forces. Between August 26 and 31, doctordelegate B. Bierens de Haan, delegate Ch. Hauser and a Vietnamese
interpreter went to one POW camp, seven collecting centres,
two military hospitals and one interrogation centre.
1
Plate. — Aden: The oldest member of the former reigning family of
the Yemen at the airport, helped by two ICRC delegates, Mr. A. Rochat
and Mr. A. Isler.who organized her departure to a country of asylum.
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This fresh tour of inspection in central Vietnam (Da-Nang,
Hue\ Plei-Ku, Qui-Nhon) enabled ICRC delegates to check up
on camps inspected some months previously and to go to new
collecting centres operated by US or South Korean forces. Others
are under the control of the army of the Vietnam Republic.
Delegates interview prisoners of their own choosing and submit
any request or complaints to the camp commander. Geneva sends
the Detaining Power a written report.
Visits to DP camps.—The Red Cross of the Vietnam Republic
spares itself no pains to relieve the wretched condition of the many
Vietnamese who, after the T£t assaults, sought refuge in the
already overcrowded suburbs of Saigon.
ICRC doctor-delegates help in the National Society's medical
work among displaced persons. They go to the battered districts
with the Saigon Red Cross medical teams. In consultation periods
of four to five hours, 200 to 250 patients are treated. In six weeks
22 such expeditions have been carried out in a dozen districts
where refugees are concentrated.1
Visits to orphanages.—ICRC doctor-delegates are continuing
their regular visits to the four orphanages in the Saigon suburbs.
The Phu-My centre, North of the capital, houses not only
children but also destitute, disabled and elderly people and mental
cases. The nursery alone has 120 children, nearly all orphans.
The delegates supply medicaments and other medical requirements
and treat ailing children who cannot be transferred to the overcrowded Nhi-D6ng pediatric hospital even though the condition
of some them is serious.
Twice a week the delegates visit the Sino-Vietnamese orphanage at Cholon, where there are 200 children, and the Notre-Dame
orphanage which has 100. They also go regularly to the Go-Vap
orphanage, about six miles outside the town, where there are almost
a thousand children.
1

Plate. — In a Saigon suburb: An ICRC doctor-delegate examines
patients in an ambulance of the Red Cross of the Republic of Vietnam.
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Hong Kong
In April and May, Mr. Hans Hefti, honorary delegate of the
ICRC, visited two prisons in Hong Kong in which there were
persons detained as a result of the events which had taken place
in the territory in 1967. The ICRC delegate was able to talk alone
without witnesses with detainees of his own choosing. The reports
made by Mr. Hefti after these visits were handed as usual to the
detaining authorities with observations and recommendations.

Greece
After protracted negotiations, ICRC delegate Laurent Marti
was assured by the Greek government that the following reforms
would be effected for the benefit of political detainees:
•— removal of some of the inmates of the Yaros camp (all the
168 women were transferred to the Heraclyon prison on the
island of Crete).
— removal of some of the inmates of Leros Lakki camp (71 were
transferred to the Oropos prison about 30 miles outside Athens
and the inmates of which are engaged in agricultural work).
— increase in mail allowance (2 letters and 6 cards per month
instead of 1 letter and 3 cards).
— permission to write to next of kin in any country.
— permission to send and receive cables in emergency.
— visits by family members to 20-25 detainees per week, at
visitors' own expense.
•— enlarging of exercise grounds.
— regular walks for sick to be permitted.
In addition camp layouts have been improved following the
delegate's negotiations.
Delegates Laurent Marti and Michel Veuthey and doctordelegate Christian de Lepibus interviewed many detainees of
their own choosing, without witnesses and without time limits.
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GREECE

A vessel hired by the ICRC approaching the detention centre
on Yaros island...

.where the families it conveys will meet their members in
detention.

GREECE

At Yaros detention centre families get together with their deported members.

VIETNAM

In a Saigon suburb: An ICRC doctor-delegate examines patients
in an ambulance of the Red Cross ot the Republic of Vietnam.

ADEN

The oldest member of the former reigning family of the Yemen at
the airport, helped by two ICRC delegates who organized her
departure to a country of asylum.
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Their observations will be included in a general report to the
Greek authorities, who may or may not publish the report. If
they do so, it is understood that the publication must give the
full text of the report and any accompanying letter.
The delegates obtained permission to bring with them to
Yaros and Leros a hundred detainees' families. They hired a boat
to do so, and the families were able to spend 3 to 4 hours with
their exiled members. The cost of this operation was borne by
the ICRC.1
Subject to approval by the government, visits to camps and
prisons will be resumed in November and December.

IN GENEVA
ICRC Delegates Meeting
From September 17-21, 1968 more than thirty ICRC delegates
and former delegates—some of whom had served the Red Cross
during World War II—-met at the International Committee's
headquarters.
The meeting had been called to enable delegates to give their
views on a number of everyday problems they have to contend
with in the countries where they work, and to permit an exchange
of experience and opinions between the ICRC and its representatives. Discussions were held on the following themes:
Doctrine

Red Cross principles and the world today;
the Geneva Conventions; the place and role
of the Red Cross; Red Cross and subversive
war.

1
Plate. — A vessel hired by the ICRC approaching the detention centre
on Yaros island where the families it conveys will meet their members
in detention.
At Yaros detention centre families get together with their deported
members.
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